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1/5 
Basic statistical concepts

Quote time

“Without data, you’re just 
another person with an 
opinion”
W. Edwards Deming.



1/5 Basic statistical concepts

All the experiments must start with a

clear, significant, feasible and ethical research question (RQ)

*In exploratory studies it might not be necessary.

Usually, the hypothesis that you support (your prediction) is the alternative hypothesis (HA), and 
the hypothesis that describes the remaining possible outcomes is the null hypothesis (H1).

ExperimentResearch question Statistical analysis

The RQ should include an hypothesis* of what do you think the outcome of the experiment will be.
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1/5 Basic statistical concepts

Types of variables

*There are other ways of classifying variables (e.g., discrete, continuous, …)

Nominal
Color{‘red’, ‘green’,…}

Ordinal 
Satisfaction{‘bad’, ‘not so bad’, ‘normal’, ‘good’, ‘excellent’}

Quantitative (interval/ratio) 
Weight{x1, x2, ….xn} xn can be any real number
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Nominal: mode

Ordinal: median

Quantitative: mean/median

Nominal: ----

Ordinal: IQR=Q3-Q1

Quantitative: SD/IQR

How do we describe a data set?

Central tendency Dispersion

If distribution is not skewed  use mean & SD
If distribution is skewed use median & IQR

1/5 Basic statistical concepts
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What is a skewed distribution?

Negative skew Positive skew
No skew

(perfectly symmetrical)

Rule of thumb: if |skewness statistic|<2·|standard error|  Distribution can be considered symmetrical

If your sample is normally distributed  the sample is symmetrical

1/5 Basic statistical concepts
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1/5 Basic statistical concepts

Normal distribution

Within 2σ there are ~95% of the cases
Not Skewed (Skewness statistic ≈ 0)
Mesokurtic (Kurtosis statistic ≈ 0)

Important properties

Mesokurtic
(normal) k=0

Leptokurtic
k>0

Platykurtic 
k<0

Rule of thumb:
if |kurtosis statistic|<2·|standard error| 
 Distribution can be considered Mesokurtic
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Sample SD

(Bessel’s correction)

1/5 Basic statistical concepts

Standard Deviation (SD)

Population SD

𝑆𝐷𝑠 =
 𝑖=1
𝑁 𝑥𝑖 −  𝑥 2

𝑁 − 1
𝑆𝐷𝑝 =

 𝑖=1
𝑁 𝑥𝑖 − µ 2

𝑁

µ : population mean 𝑥: sample mean N: sample size𝑥𝑖: scores

Use this one when inferring about 
the population’s standard deviation 
(specially if N<75) 

sample

population
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1/5 Basic statistical concepts

How to compare pears with apples in terms of dispersion?

Coefficient of variation

Measures the variability independently of the unit of measurement 
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1/5 Basic statistical concepts

Infer data from sample to population
sample

population

Estimate: 
the mean 

(for instance)

sample population

Confidence Interval

Standard Error
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1/5 Basic statistical concepts

sample

population

-Assume our sample mean is 27.
-Our SE is 0.25.

-The standard error is a measure of the 
‘precision’ of the sample mean.
-It informs about how close the estimate 
fluctuates around the true population value.

Data from our experiment: Interpretation:

Standard Error computation:

Standard Deviation ≠ Standard Error𝑆𝐸 =
𝑠𝑑

𝑁

sd=standard deviation
N : sample size

Infer data from sample to population

Standard Error. Example.
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1/5 Basic statistical concepts

Infer data from sample to population
sample

population

Confidence Interval. Example.

-Assume we work with a 95% CI.
-Assume our sample mean is 27.
-Our 95% CI is [23, 31].

-We repeat the experiment 100 times with 
different samples (samples should be similar).
-In 95 out of the 100 times the true value will 
fall inside the Confidence Interval [23,31].

Data from our experiment: Interpretation:

CI computation:
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 Distribution should be normal

 Typically use this one



1/5 Basic statistical concepts

What is the worse scenario?

OPTION A: Send 1 innocent person to jail

THE question

OPTION B: Let 1 murderer free
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The alternative hypothesis: person is innocent (presumption of innocence).
The null hypothesis: person is a murderer.



1/5 Basic statistical concepts

What is the worse scenario?

OPTION A: Send 1 innocent person to jail

“There are 2 kinds of people: those who prefer to reject the null hypothesis when it is 
true rather than fail to reject the null hypothesis when it is false.” 

(…Every celebrity has one cool quote… this one is mine…)

THE question

OPTION B: Let 1 murderer free

Quote time
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The alternative hypothesis: person is innocent (presumption of innocence).
The null hypothesis: person is a murderer.



1/5 Basic statistical concepts

Truth (for population based)
Null Hypothesis true Null Hypothesis false

Decision 
(based on 
sample)

Reject Null Hypothesis Type I error Correct decision

Fail to reject Correct decision Type II error

Errors

Typically, 
Type I error = significance level =α= 0.05 
Type II error = β= 0.20  statistical power = 1- β
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2/5 
Statistical hypothesis tests

Quote time

“Statistics have shown that 
mortality increases 
perceptibly in the military 
during wartime”
Alphonse Allais.



2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Which statistical test should I use?

STEP 1: Think of your research question. ¿are you looking for 
association, relationship and/or group prediction? 

STEP 2: Identify Independent variables (IV), Dependent variables (DV) 
and Covariates (CV).

STEP 3: Identify data type of each variable (Nominal, Ordinal, 
Quantitative). Identify number of levels of nominal and ordinal variables.

STEP 4: Take a look at the magic table.
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

STEP 2: Identify IV, DV and Covariates.

Dependent variable: 
what you really measure.
(e.g., weight, height, 
satisfaction,…).

Independent variable: 
how you classify the 
measurement this can be in 
a ‘related (or paired)’ or 
‘independent (unpaired)’ way. 

These are typically grouping 
variables (e.g., time, 
treatment, …). 

Covariates: 
variables that we think 
are affecting (somehow) 
the outcome of the study.
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Example 1: We measure people’s weight in two different moments in time. 
Study the effect of time on people’s weight.

Dependent variable (DV): people’s weight [kg]
Independent variable (IV): time{moment 1, moment 2}. Related (paired).

DATABASE
Subjects Weight M1 [kg] Weight M2 [kg]

Mark 70 74
Joseph 67 71

Ann 58 61
John 81 79

STEP 2: Identify IV, DV and Covariates.

22/54

Example of statistical
test: paired t-test



2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Example 2: We measure people’s weight and classify them according to 
gender{male, female}. Study the effect of gender on people’s weight.

Dependent variable (DV): people’s weight [kg]
Independent variable (IV): gender{male, female}. Independent (unpaired).

DATABASE
Subjects Gender Weight [kg]

Mark male 74
Joseph male 71

Ann female 61
John male 79

STEP 2: Identify IV, DV and Covariates.

23/54

Example of statistical
test: independent t-test



2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Example 3: We measure people’s weight and happiness{yes, no} and classify 
them according to gender{male, female}. Study the effect of gender and 
happiness (and their interactions) on people’s weight.

DATABASE
Subjects Gender Weight [kg] Happiness

Mark male 74 yes
Joseph male 71 yes

Ann female 61 yes
John male 79 no

Dependent variable (DV): people’s weight [kg]
Independent variable (IV): gender{male, female}. Independent (unpaired).
Independent variable (IV): happiness{yes, no}. Independent (unpaired).

STEP 2: Identify IV, DV and Covariates.
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Example of statistical
test: Factorial ANOVA 
(2-way ANOVA)



2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Example 4: We measure people’s weight 2 different moments in time and classify 
them according to gender{male, female}. Study the effect of gender and time (and 
their interactions) on people’s weight.

DATABASE
Subjects Gender Weight M1 [kg] Weight M2 [kg]

Mark male 74 77
Joseph male 71 69

Ann female 61 80
John male 79 79

Dependent variable (DV): people’s weight [kg]
Independent variable (IV): gender{male, female}. Independent (unpaired).
Independent variable (IV): time{M1, M2}. Related (paired).

STEP 2: Identify IV, DV and Covariates.
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Example of statistical
test: Mixed ANOVA



2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Example 5: We measure people’s weight and height and we classify them 
according to gender. Study the effect of gender on people’s weight and height.

DATABASE
Subjects Gender Weight [kg] Height [cm]

Mark male 70 177
Joseph male 67 184

Ann female 58 167
John male 81 165

Dependent variable (DV): people’s weight [kg].
Dependent variable (DV): people’s height [cm].
Independent variable (IV): gender{male, female}. Independent (unpaired).

STEP 2: Identify IV, DV and Covariates.
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Example of statistical
test: MANOVA



2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Example 6: We measure people’s weight and height and we classify them 
according to gender. Study the effect of gender on people’s weight after 
controlling for people’s height.

DATABASE
Subjects Gender Weight [kg] Height [cm]

Mark male 70 177
Joseph male 67 184

Ann female 58 167
John male 81 165

Dependent variable (DV): people’s weight [kg].
Covariate variable (DV): people’s height [cm].
Independent variable (IV): gender{male, female}. Independent (unpaired).

STEP 2: Identify IV, DV and Covariates.
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Example of statistical
test: ANCOVA



2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Which statistical test should I use?

STEP 1: Think of your research question. ¿are you looking for 
association, relationship and/or group prediction? 

STEP 2: Identify Independent variables (IV), Dependent variables (DV) 
and Covariates (CV).

STEP 3: Identify data type of each variable (Nominal, Ordinal, 
Quantitative). Identify number of levels of nominal and ordinal variables.

STEP 4: Take a look at the magic table.
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests
IV DV CV Statistical test

Nº Type levels Nº Type levels Nº Type Type of question that is answered
1st choice/2nd choice (when 
assumptions are not met)

1 N,O 2+ 1 N,O 1 Do differences exist between groups? Chi-square/Binomial sign

1 N,O 2 1 N,O 2 Do differences exist between groups on the DV? McNemar/Fisher exact

1 N,O 2 1 N,O 2+ Do differences exist between groups on the DV? Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel

1 N,O 2+ 1 N,O 2 Do differences exist between groups on the DV? CochranQ

1 N,O 2 1 Q How strongly and in what direction (i.e., +, -) are the IV and DV related? Pearson/Spearman correlation

1 N,O 2 1 Q Do differences exist between 2 related groups on one DV? Paired t-test/Wilcoxon sign-rank

1 N,O 2 1 Q Do differences exist between 2 independent groups on one DV? Unpaired t-test/Mann-Whitney U

1 N,O 2+ 1 Q Do differences exist between 2 or more related groups on one DV? Repeated Meas. Anova/Friedman

1 N,O 2+ 1 Q Do differences exist between 2 or more independent groups on one DV? One way Anova/Kruskal-Wallis

2+ N,O 2+ 1 Q Do differences exist between 2 or more IV (all of them unpaired groups) on one DV? Factorial ANOVA

2+ N,O 2+ 1 Q Do differences exist between 2 or more IV (some unpaired, some paired) on one DV? Mixed Anova

1 N,O 2+ 1 Q 1+ Q Do differences exist between 2 or more groups after controlling for CVs on one DV? Ancova

1 N,O 2+ 2+ Q Do differences exist between 2 or more groups on multiple DVs? Manova

1 N,O 2+ 2+ Q 1+ Q Do differences exist between 2 or more groups after controlling for CVs on multiple DVs? Mancova

2+ Q 1 Q
How much variance in the DV is accounted for by linear combination of the IVs? Also,
how strongly related to the DV is the beta coefficient for each IV? Multiple Regression

2+ AT 1 N,O What is the odds probability of the DV occurring as the values of the IVs change? Logistic Regression

IV: Independent Variable, DV: Dependent Variable, CV: Covariates

N: Nominal, O: Ordinal, Q: Quantitative, AT: Any Type (N, O, Q)
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Before applying the test we need to check for assumptions (certain features that 
data must fulfill).

What do you prefer?

OPTION A

(Customized lecture for free)

-Explain what are the 
assumptions.
-How to check them.

-Explain some of the 
statistical tests

OPTION B
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Before applying the test we need to check for assumptions (certain features that 
data must fulfill).

What do you prefer?

OPTION A

(Customized lecture for free)

-Explain what are the 
assumptions.
-How to check them.

-Explain some of the 
statistical tests

OPTION B

I haven’t prepared this part!!
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Assumption: Normality

p<0.05 -> not normal. 
Reject null hypothesis

How to check it: Shapiro-Wilk test*

p>0.05 -> normal. 
Accept null hypothesis

*There are also other tests (e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov). 

Affects: Pearson correlation, paired t-test, unpaired t-test, any ANOVA-like test.  
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Assumption: Independence of observations

Affects: Unpaired t-test, Mann-Whitney U, Chi square, One-way ANOVA.  

No relationship between the observations in each group or between the 
groups themselves (e.g., no participants being in more than one group).
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Assumption: Sphericity

Affects: Repeated measures ANOVA, mixed ANOVA

The variances of the differences between the related groups must be equal.

p<0.05 -> no sphericity. 
Reject null hypothesis

How to check it: Mauchly test

p>0.05 -> assumption is met. 
Accept null hypothesis

Apply GreenHouse-Geisser
correction to the p-value of 
the ANOVA
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Assumption: Homogeneity of variance

Affects: independent t-test, one way ANOVA, mixed ANOVA

The variances of each group must be equal.

p>0.05 -> assumption is met. 
Accept null hypothesis

How to check it: Levene test*

p<0.05 -> no homogeneity. 
Reject null hypothesis

Apply Welch test or corresponding non-parametric test

*There are also other tests (e.g., Barlett). 
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Assumption: Homoscedasticity

Affects: Pearson correlation

The variances along the line of best fit remain similar as you move along the line.

Image source: https://statistics.laerd.com/
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Rule of thumb:
If the ratio of the largest variance to the 
smallest variance is 1.5 or below, the 
data is homoscedastic.

http://www.statisticshowto.com/variance/
http://www.statisticshowto.com/variance/


2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

3 comments about Simple linear Correlation
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Simple Linear Correlation

Determination coefficient: the amount of variance of Y that can be 
explained by the variance of X. 

38/54

Pearson test

Only for quantitative normally-distributed variables
r correlation coefficient
r2
 determination coefficient

Spearman test*

For ordinal or quantitative variables
ρ  correlation coefficient
ρ2
 determination coefficient

Comment 1: we use either Person or Spearman

*It can be used also the Kendall’s tau test. 



2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Simple Linear Correlation Comment 2: Check outliers always

y = 2.26x + 35.52
R² = 0.62
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Simple Linear Correlation Comment 3: Does A agree with B equally in both plots?
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Simple Linear Correlation Comment 3: Does A agree with B equally in both plots?

When we analyze the coefficient of determination (r2, ρ2) we speak of “degree of 
relationship” or just “correlation”, but do not use the term “agreement” unless we 
also analyze the regression coefficients.

Y=2.99X+14.94Y=1.49X+2.47
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2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

s1

s2

s3

p<0,05

What pairwise comparison is significant?
S1-S2
S1-S3
S2-S3

?

Now imagine we performed an ANOVA test (or equivalent non-parametric test) and obtained p<0,05…

The Bonferroni procedure use in Repeated measures ANOVA and Friedman test
Tukey's procedure  use in One-way ANOVA and Kruskal-wallis test
Games-HowellWelch test

POST HOC TESTS

Post-Hoc tests

Fisher's least significant difference (LSD) // Holm–Bonferroni 
Newman–Keuls // Duncan's new multiple range test (MRT)
Rodger // Scheffé
Dunnett's correction // Benjamini–Hochberg (BH)

Other post-hoc tests:
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Why not compare groups with multiple t-tests?

Every time you conduct a t-test there is a chance that you will make a Type 1 
error. By running two t-tests on the same data you will have increased your 
chance of "making a mistake" to 10% (0.95*0.95=0.902). 

PostHoc tests controls for these errors so that the Type 1 error remains at 5%. 

2/5 Statistical hypothesis tests

Post-Hoc tests
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3/5 

Validation (agreement and precision studies)

Quote time

“If you torture the data long 
enough, it will always 
confess” 
Ronald Coase.



3/5 Validation (agreement and precision studies)

ISO 5725:1994: Accuracy (trueness and precision) of measurement methods and results 

Accuracy

Trueness Precision

Repeatability Reproducibility

Agreement between two 
methods (one typically is a 
Gold Standard)

Agreement between several 
measurements of one method

Operator
Instrumentation
Room conditions

Constant Not constant

Main Analysis:
Bland & Altman plots

Main Analysis:
Within-subject 

standard deviation
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3/5 Validation (agreement and precision studies)

D
if

fe
re

n
ce

Mean value

9
5

%
 Lo

A

mean+1.96*sddif.

mean-1.96*sddif.

Mean

Agreement: Bland and Altman plots
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3/5 Validation (agreement and precision studies)

Precision: within-subject standard deviation (SDws)

If only 2 repetitions (test-retest design): 𝑆𝐷𝑊𝑆 =
 𝑥𝑖1 − 𝑥𝑖2

2

2𝑛

If more than 2 repetitions or different number of repetitions for each subject:

𝑆𝐷𝑊𝑆 = 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 =
𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟
𝑑𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

=
𝑆𝑆𝑤 − 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠

(𝑛 − 1)(𝑘 − 1)
=

 
𝑗=1
𝑗=𝑘 𝑖=1

𝑖=𝑛 𝑥𝑖𝑗 −  𝑥𝑗
2
− 𝑘 ·  𝑖=1

𝑖=𝑛  𝑥𝑖 −  𝑥 2

(𝑛 − 1)(𝑘 − 1)

𝑘 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠)

𝑛 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠

x𝑖𝑗 = 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗

 x𝑖 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑖

 x𝑗 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗

 𝑥 = 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

Assumption: SD is unrelated to the magnitude of the measurement. 
Check visually: plotting the individuals’ SD against their means.
Check analytically: Spearman correlation coefficient.

Coefficient of Repeatability =2.77·SDws
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4/5 

How to perform power analysis

Quote time

“More data means more 
information, but it also 
means more false 
information.” 
Nassim Nicholas Taleb.



4/5 How to perform power analysis

Power analysis

How to do this?

Practically: with G*Power open-source software.

http://www.gpower.hhu.de/en.html

Download G*power + tutorials + related papers:

You could either compute the required sample size (preferred choice) or compute the achieved power
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4/5 How to perform power analysis

G*PowerPower analysis

To compute the required sample size you need:
-Significance (α, typically 0.05)
-Estimated Power (1-β, typically 0.8)
-An estimation of central tendency and dispersion
-Correlation between data sets (0.5)
-Tail (usually two-tailed)

To compute the achieved power:
-Significance (α)
-Sample size that you used
-The central tendency and dispersion of your data
-Correlation between data sets
-Tail (usually two-tailed)

Use data from a 
similar study or 
perform a pilot study
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5/5 

How to report statistical results
Quote time

“A table without stars is like 
champagne without bubbles!”
David Giles.



5/5 How to report statistical results

Descriptive statistics Inferential statistics

A must:
Sample size
Central tendency 
Dispersion

If possible:
Range [min;max]
Conf. Interval or Std. Error

There are always two differentiated parts that should be reported

Report for each variable of study: Depends on each test but…
At least:

Statistic (F, t, χ2,…)
Degrees of freedom
Significance (p-value) or Conf. Inter.
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5/5 How to report statistical results

A comment on descriptive statistics
You could report descriptive statistics 
either with a table or a graph. 

If you choose a graph:

Nominal variables Ordinal/Quantitative variables

It is not common to use 
volumetric graphs.

PIE CHART BAR GRAPH BOX PLOT

Do not forget to indicate 
error bars (SD, IQR, CI, SE)

Box plot is much more 
informative

Outlier

Max(x)<=1.5*IQR+Q3

Q3

Median
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Quote time

“There are lies, damned lies and statistics” 
Mark Twain

Thank you!

Carles Otero
carles.otero.molins@upc.edu


